The discretely-scaled string indexing problem asks one to preprocess a given text string T , so that for a queried pattern P , the matched positions in T that P appears with some discrete scale can be reported efficiently. 
Introduction
Pattern matching has been well studied for several decades. Given a pattern P and a text T , the pattern matching problem is to ask for all positions in T , such that P can be detected. When both P and T are onedimensional strings, the problem is also called string matching, which can be solved in linear time [11] . Similar to but different from string matching, the string indexing problem aims to preprocess T , so that P can be detected more efficiently [10, 14] . Recently, related problems that involve matching [2] [3] [4] [5] or indexing [12, 13, 15] scaled strings have drawn much attention, because they are considered realistic in the field of computer vision. In this paper, we focus on the indexing problem of onedimensional discretely-scaled strings [15] , where the pattern string P can be scaled with some natural scales. Taking T = a example, one can see that c 4 a 2 b 2 is a 2-scaling of P that appears in T . The concept of detecting one-dimensional discretelyscaled strings was first proposed by Amir et al. [3] , who also gave an O (|T | + |P |)-time matching algorithm by adapting Eilam-Tzoreff and Vishkin's algorithm [7] . Afterwards, Wang et al. [15] gave the first-known indexing algorithm for one-dimensional discretely-scaled strings, which takes O (|T | log |T |) time for preprocessing and
where U d represents the number of matched positions of discretely-scaled P in T . In this paper, we propose an optimal indexing algorithm with complexity O (|T |), O (|P | + U d ) for fixed alphabets, which is an improvement on Wang's algorithm. Next, we show that this algorithm can be slightly modified to achieve the best-known results for integer alphabets and unbounded alphabets.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain the required notations and prerequisite knowledge. After that, in Section 3 we propose our indexing algorithms. Finally, in Section 4 we give interesting problems for future study. u . Given a text T and a pattern P , the discretely-scaled string indexing problem asks one to preprocess T , so that one can efficiently report every position for which there exists an α 1 such that δ α (P ) matches. In addition, the discretely-scaled string matching decision problem is to decide whether some δ α (P ) appears in T .
Suffix tree and suffix array
Given a text T over the alphabet Σ , the suffix tree [9, 14] [10] . The details for suffix trees and suffix arrays are omitted here, since they are beyond the scope of this paper. In the following, we focus only on required theorems. [9] .) Given a string T over the integer alphabet {1, 2, . . . , |T |}, the suffix tree T S of T can be constructed in O (|T |) time. [9] .) Given a string T over {1, 2, . . . , |T |}, the suffix array T A of T can be constructed in O (|T |) time.
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The range minimum (maximum) query and the three-sided query
Given an array D of |D| numbers, the range minimum (maximum) query (RMQ) asks for the minimum (maximum) 
Applying Theorem 3 recursively, one can see the correctness of Lemma 1, which also summarizes the threesided query [1] . 
The inverse dictionary
To efficiently find δ α (P ) in T , Wang et al. [15] construct a set of strings that considers all possible scales for T , which we call the inverse dictionary of T . Let
the g-inverse string T g of T is constructed by replacing characters in T according to 
string that stores all g-inverse strings. In the following we describe important properties derived by Wang et al., which is an inspiration for our improvement. [15] .) Given P and T with |P | 2, the set of positions that δ α (P ) occurs in T is bijective to the set of positions that P occurs in T G . 2 , which is also a 2-scaling of P = c 2 a 1 b
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1 . For |P | = 1, the problem reduces to indexing P in T [15] , which can be solved with the suffix tree of T .
Proving that the length of T G is bounded by O (|T | × log |T |) [ [13] , where U p denotes the number of matched positions for proportionally-scaled P in T . However, note that U p U d because the scales considered ). Therefore, we have to examine each of the U p proportionally matched positions to see if its corresponding scale is discrete or not. Clearly, the best known indexing algorithm on quotient strings [13] is not optimal for indexing onedimensional discretely-scaled strings. In the next section, for fixed alphabets we propose the first-known algorithm
Improved indexing algorithms
Briefly, our indexing algorithm consists of two main 
Building the RLE dictionary
To reduce the required space, we store T G implicitly by using its RLE string T G . Note that each character t to see that each position in T G maps to one position in T , because T G is produced from T (see Fig. 1 ). With this observation, we derive the following property.
Lemma 3. Given P and T with |P | 2, the set of positions that δ α (P ) occurs in T is bijective to the set of positions that P occurs in T G .
Proof. Assume that P occurs at T g [i] in T G , where T g is the RLE string of T g , for some natural scales g r max .
Also, assume that T g [i] 
In the following, we show how to overcome this bottleneck by the three-sided query. 
2. An illustration for our searching strategy.
Searching with the three-sided query
Our strategy consists of two steps. First, we skip the character p s 1 1 but locate the remaining pattern P [2, u] Fig. 2 shows an illustration for our searching strategy, whose details are described as follows. Let T G A be the suffix array that lexically stores the leaf nodes in T G S . For each σ ∈ Σ , we create an array A σ of size
Note that the set of positions of P [2, u] 
of T G A . Therefore, the checking step for p [2, u] To summarize, we list various indexing algorithms for one-dimensional discretely-scaled strings in Table 1 , including previous and our results. In this table, the terms "Time" and "Space" denote the required time and space for preprocessing, respectively. Next, the term "Decision" denotes the required time for the decision problem whether δ α (P ) can be matched in T . Finally, we use the term "Position" to represent the time spent on finding all positions where δ α (P ) occurs in T .
Future work
Other than discretely-scaled strings, the indexing of real-scaled strings, where the scale α is a real number, remains worthy of study. For α 1, Amir et al. [2] defined the first real-scaling function and proposed an O (|T |)-time algorithm for solving the matching problem on this function. Afterwards, Wang et al. [15] proposed the first known indexing algorithm, which takes O (|T | 3 ) time and space to achieve the searching time O (|P | + U r ), where U r denotes the number of positions of δ α (P ) in T , for some real α 1.
Recently, Peng et al. [12] further gave an improved indexing algorithm that takes O (|T | 2 ) time and space to achieve the searching time O (|P | + w), where w U r . We notice that Amir et al. also proposed a new scaling function [4, 5] , which is more natural to computer vision. As we know, no optimal preprocessing has been proposed yet, either for the first or the second real-scaling function. Therefore, to devise efficient indexing algorithms on real-scaled strings remains an interesting challenge.
